Fix—Baldacci, David
of observation and deduction, the killing is baffling. Decker teams up with the Defense Intelligence
Agency to solve a murder, which is now a matter of urgent national security.

Lost Order—Berry, Steve
The Knights of the Golden Circle was the largest and most dangerous clandestine organization in
American history and amassed billions in stolen gold and silver. Two factions remain; One wants to
preserve it, and the other wants it for themselves.

Ominous—Jackson, Lisa
No warning can prepare you for a killer’s vengeance. He’s still there. And he hasn’t forgotten. For so long
he’s made do with other victims, but they can’t compare to the ones who got away. The ones who keep
searching for him, blind to the terrifying truth that they are not the hunters, but his prey

High Stakes—Michaels, Fern
Investigative reporter Dennis West joined forces with the men of the Sisterhood to help fight corruption
and greed on behalf of underdogs everywhere. Now he and his band of brothers are on a mission to

help an old friend in danger

Two From the Heart—Patterson, James
Two heartwarming tales about the power of a good story to open our eyes to life's possibilities.

Anne McWilliams has lost everything. After her marriage falls apart and a hurricane destroys her home
she realizes that her life has fallen out of focus. Tyler Bron seemingly has it all-a successful company
and more money than he knows how to spend. But he has no life.

Golden Prey—Sandford, John
The man was smart and he didn’t mind killing people. Welcome to the big leagues, Davenport.
Lucas Davenport’s first case as a U.S. Marshal sends him into uncharted territory when a drug-cartel
counting house gets robbed, leaving behind five bodies, including that of a six-year-old girl.

One Perfect Lie—Scottoline, Lisa
On paper, Chris Brennan looks perfect. He's applying for a job as a high school government teacher, he's
ready to step in as an assistant baseball coach, and his references are impeccable.
But everything about Chris Brennan is a lie.
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Amos Decker witnesses a murder just outside FBI headquarters, and even with his extraordinary powers

